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CARBURETOR HAVING A HEAT PIPE FOR 
WAPORIZING FUEL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a fuel vaporizing device for 
use with a spark-ignition internal combustion engine. 
The conventional spark-ignition relies on a carbure 

tor to mix a desired proportion of a volatile fuel with 
the inlet air. For complete combustion of the fuel-air 
mixture the fuel needs to be uniformly dispersed in the 
air. Such a uniform mixture is seldom if ever obtained 
in practice with a conventional carburetor. Manifold 
fuel injection offers only marginal improvement over 
the results obtained with carburetors. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention seeks to enable a more uniform fuel 
air mixture to be obtained. 
This is achieved in accordance with the invention by 

completely vaporizing the fuel by boiling an intermedi 
ate heat transfer liquid having a narrow range boiling 
point and enclosed in a sealed container and using the 
latent heat of condensation of its vapor to vaporize sub 
stantially the entire fuel charge prior to its admixture 
with the combustion air. Evaporation of the fuel thus 
takes place at a substantially constant temperature irre 
spective of the rate at which it is demanded. 
When the fuel vapor is mixed with the main stream 

of combustion air which is relatively cool the vapor 
may condense into very small droplets, in the form of 
an aerosol, which not only tend to disperse very rapidly 
to produce a uniform fuel-air mixture, but also resist 
‘any tendency to accumulate liquid on surfaces that it 
may encounter, e.g., on the walls of the inlet manifold. 
During normal operation, the heat to boil the liquid 

is conveniently drawn from the exhaust gases. 
A fuel-vaporizing device in accordance with the in 

vention includes one or more heat pipes (as specified 
below) each of which is in the form of a sealed vessel 
containing a heat transfer fluid so constructed that in 
operation the liquid phase of the fluid is arranged to 
collect in a heat receiving zone and the vapour phase 
or the fluid is arranged to condense in a heat discharg 
ing zone, so that the latent heat of vaporization of the 

* heat transfer fluid is used to vaporize liquid fuel up 
stream of the point at which it is to be mixed with the 
main stream of combustion air. 
The term “heat pipe' as used in this specification is 

intended to include devices known as "two-phase ther 
mosyphons.” This latter term is derived from the pres 
ence of both liquid and vapour phases in the device. 
The geometry of the heat pipe is is no way limited to 
a circular or tubular configuration. 
The use of one or more heat pipes enables heat to be 

supplied to the fuel within a restricted temperature 
range virtually regardless of the rate at which the fuel 
is demanded. Furthermore, at startup the heat pipe or 
pipes reach their operating temperature very much 
more quickly than a solid heat conductor. 
The vaporizing device may be used in conjunction 

with a suitably modified conventional carburetor, or, 
better still, with a fuel injection system. 
The heat-receiving zone of each heat pipe is conve 

niently arranged to receive heat from the exhaust gases. 
An auxiliary heat source may be provided for use dur 
ing cold startups. 
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2 
As the heat demanded from the heat pipe may vary 

considerably, surplus heat may be removed by conven 
tional cooling means. 
The inclusion of a non-condensable gas in each heat 

pipe can be arranged to act as a buffer in order to regu 
late the cooling of the heat transfer fluid. 

In operation, the non-condensable gas will be driven 
to a relatively cool part of the vessel by the vapor pres 
sure of the heat transfer fluid and progressively com 
pressed as the heat contained in the heat pipe increases 
in excess of requirements. The properties of the vapor 
rising in the tube past the level of the cooling zone will 
determine the loss of surplus heat and thus prevent 
overheating. 
The invention will now be further described by way 

of example with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic sectional side elevation of 

a heat pipe; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic sectional side elevation of 

a heat pipe containing a wick; 
FIG. 3 is similar to FIG. in all respects except that 

it additionally contains a quantity of non-condensable 
gas; 
FIG. 4 is similar to FIG. 3, but differs in its operating 

condition; 
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic sectional side elevation of 

a vaporizing device in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 6 is similar to FIG. 5 except that the heat pipe 

additionally contains a quantity of non-condensable 
gas, 

FIG. 7 is a modified form of the invention; 
FIG. 8 is a vertical section of a practical embodiment 

of the invention; 
FIG. 9 is a horizontal section of the embodiment 

shown in FIG. 7; 
FIG. 0 is a vertical section of a modified form of the 

invention shown in FIGS. 7 and 8; 
FIG. 1 is a vertical section of a second modified 

form of the invention shown in FIGS. 7 and 8; 
FIG. 2 is a vertical section of a second practical em 

bodiment of the invention; and 
FIG. 3 is a horizontal section of the embodiment 

shown in FIG. A. 
The heat pipe in FIG. 1 comprises a sealed vessel 10 

containing a small quantity of a heat transfer liquid 12 
which has a narrow-range boiling point. The space 
above the surface 14 of the liquid 12 is occupied by its 
vapor 16. 

In operation, the heat pipe receives heat in the zone 
marked A, which causes the liquid 12 to boil. The re 
sulting vapor passes up the pipe and condenses on 
cooler surfaces, thereby heating them virtually to the 
boiling point of the liquid. Heat is thus available at a 
heat transfer zone B at a substantially constant temper 
ature. When heat is removed, it causes a proportion of 
the vapor 6 to condense and to collect in the heat re 
ceiving zone A. When more heat is being supplied at A 
than is required at B, the vapor rises further up the con 
tainer 10 into a cooling zone C where the vapor is con 
densed by external cooling means. 
The heat pipe in FIG. relies on gravity to return the 

condensate to the heat receiving zone A, which re 
stricts its use to situations in which this will occur. 
An embodiment of a heat pipe which does not rely on 

gravity to return the liquid to the zone A is shown in 
FIG. 2. The heat pipe which in all other respects may 
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be similar to that shown in FIG. 1 or 3 is provided with 
a wick-like lining 17 on its inner walls. 

In operation the liquid 12 is evaporated in zone A by 
the heat supplied to the heat pipe, and the capillary of 
the liquid in the wick draws fresh liquid into the evapo 
rating zone A. The vapor 16 is caused to circulate in 
the direction indicated by the cooling in the zone B, 
which causes contraction in the volume of the vapor 
and condensation into the wick. 

In the embodiment of the heat pipe shown in FIG. 3, 
a small quantity of non-condensable gas 18 is intro 
duced into the space above the liquid surface 14. This 
gas is progressively forced to the cooler zone C of the 
heat pipe as the temperature of the heat pipe increases. 
This is caused by the flux of vapor from the lower part 
of the container to the cooler upper part in which the 
vapor tends to condense. The result is that there is ef 
fectively an interface at 20 between the vapor 16 and 
the gas 18, caused by the temperature variation along 
the heat pipe. If the flux of vapor exceeds that needed 
to satisfy the thermal demands of zone B, it tends to 
cause the interface 20 to lift to expose a greater part of 
the cooling zone C to the vapor 16 (as shown in FIG. 
4). In this way the rate of removal of surplus heat from 
the heat pipe is effectively regulated. In either embodi 
ment, should a sudden increase in heat demand occur, 
the more rapid condensation of the vapor 16 causes a 
drop in total pressure inside the vessel 10 so that the 
liquid boils more quickly to restore equilibrium. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 3 the interface 20 will 
similarly move down the tube. 
Although the heat pipes shown are tubular, their 

exact geometry will be determined by consideration of 
their required thermal characteristics and their work 
ing environment. 
The fuel vaporizing device shown in FIG. 5 comprises 

a heat pipe 10 whose heat receiving zone A is arranged 
to receive heat from exhaust gases in an exhaust pas 
sage 22. 
A fuel line 24 is disposed in the heat transfer zone B 

of the heat pipe to receive sufficient heat, at constant 
temperature, to insure that all the fuel is vaporized 
prior to its admixture with the main stream of combus 
tion air in the inlet manifold 26. On mixing with the rel 
atively cold main air stream the vaporized fuel may 
condense to form a mist or aerosol of fine droplets 
whose diameter may be as small as 1.0 p. 
The necessary fuel metering equipment is not shown, 

but it must be capable of delivering an appropriate 
quantity of fuel depending on such factors as engine 
speed and load and the position of the butterfly valve 
28 in the inlet manifold. 
FIG. 6 is similar to FIG. 5, save that the heat pipe 10 

has been "stabilized' by the provision of cooling means 
30 at its upper end. The vapor 16 of the heat transfer 
fluid is normally kept out of contact with this part of 
the heat pipe by a small quantity of non-condensable 
gas 32 which behaves in the way described with refer 
ence to FIG. 3. 
FIG. 7 differs from FIG. 6 only in that the fuel is va 

porized in the heat transfer region B in the presence of 
a small quantity of air bled from the main stream of 
combustion air through a by-pass passage 34. The fuel 
vapor and air mixture are returned to the main stream 
of combustion air via a passage 36, The advantage of 
this construction is that the fuel vapor-air mixture may 
mix with the main stream more quickly. The proportion 
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4. 
of air bled through the passages 34, 36 should not be 
so high that any significant deterioration of volumetric 
efficienty results through the increase in inlet air tem 
perature. 
A practical embodiment of a vaporizing device is 

shown in FIGS. 8 and 9. The right-hand end 40 of the 
device as shown is intended for connection to the en 
gine inlet port so that the flow of air is in a left-to-right 
direction. On entering the left-hand end 42 of the de 
vice it passes through a conventional, though modified, 
carburetor 44. The air stream is then divided into a pri 
mary and secondardy stream, the latter containing an 
over-rich mixture of fuel droplets with air, while the 
former comprises only air. After vaporization of the 
fuel in the secondary stream, the two streams are re 
conbined. 
The primary and secondary streams are segregated 

by a pair of longitudinal partitions 46 extending from 
upstream (i.e., to the left) of the point at which fuel en 
ters through the carburetor to a remixing point down 
stream of the heat transfer zone 47 of the vaporizing 
device. The primary stream passes along the outer duct 
48 which consists of a venturi which is formed by con 
traction and expansion of the corss-sectional area, 
while the secondary stream passes along the central 
duct 50. 
The operation of the carburetor 44 is well known, 

and forms no part of the invention as it serves simply 
as one of many ways of supplying a metered fuel charge 
to the engine inlet air. The most notable modification 
is that the butterfly valve 52 is placed downstream of 
the vaporizing device. Otherwise the carburetor oper 
ates normally; that is to say, the piston 54 is lifted by 
the vacuum downstream of the carburetor, causing 
both the throttle valve 56 to lift, and simultaneously ta 
pered needle 58 which regulates the area of the fuel or 
ifice 60, Fuel is drawn from the orifice 60 by the vac 
uum. Control of the response of the piston 54 is effec 
tived by a damper 62, a spring 64 and the size of the or 
ifice 66 communicating the upper side of the piston 
with the downstream side of the valve 56. In order to 
accommodate the partitions 46, slots 68 are milled in 
the throttle valve 56. 
The heat transfer zone 47 of the device comprises a 

number of upright tubular sections 70 extending 
through the central duct 50. These sections 70 corre 
spond to the zone marked 'B' in the previous Figures. 
The heat-receiving portion of the heat pipe 10 projects 
into the engine exhaust manifold 22 and is filled with 
liquid 12. Water-cooling means 51 provided at the 
upper end of the heat pipe. During normal operation of 
the device, the extent to which the vapor 16 comes into 
contact with the cooling means 51 is determined by 
means of a non-condensing gas at 32 as already de 
scribed. 
The carburetor can be replaced by a suitable fuel in 

jection system without the need for any major change 
in the configuration of the vaporizing device. 

In order to keep the quantity of fuel residing at any 
one instant of time on the evaporator surfaces during 
the process of evaporation, it is necessary that a small 
surface area is used for evaporation, and this should not 
exceed 200 cm for each gram of hydrocarbon fuel to 
be evaporated per second. The air velocity across the 
evaporator surfaces at full throttle should be main 
tained at a velocity of at least 25 ms, thereby improv 
ing the rate of evaporation of the fuel. The process is 
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assisted by introducing the liquid fuel into the evapo 
rating device in the form of droplets, and the unevapo 
rated liquid passes from surface to surface as a liquid 
spray carried in the air stream. This “mist flow" sub 
stantially improves the heat transfer rate from the 
metal surface to the liquid film. 
As a consequence of the required air velocity, the 

pressure drop in the secondary duct cannot be ne 
glected. Only a proportion of the total air flow passes 
over the heated tubes in the secondary duct, the re 
mainder flowing through the primary ducts. The pri 
mary ducts are formed in the following manner to re 
duce the pressure loss through the evaporating device. 
The primary ducts are in the form of a venturi. The 
convergent part increases the air velocity and thereby 
decreases its static pressure. At the minimum cross sec 
tion and, therefore, the minimum pressure, the second 
ary duct is recombined with the primary ducts. This low 
pressure induces the flow through the secondary duct. 
The recombined duct is made divergent reducing the 
gas velocity and thus raising the pressure. The overall 
pressure drop across the evaporating device is, thereo 
fore, less than the pressure drop across the evaporating 
tubes alone. The position of the partitions 46 dividing 
the inlet flow into the primary and secondary streams 
is such that the relative areas of the ducts are in the 
proportions selected for the primary and secondary 
flows. The minimum area of the primary ducts in ar 
ranged to provide the pressure drop calculated to be 
required by the secondary air flowing across the evapo 
rator tubes. This ensures an equal velocity of each air 
stream at the separation of the flows, giving a negligible 
distrubance to the flow. 

It is preferable but not essential that the fuel is me 
tered into the secondary duct at a flow rate that com 
pensates for the changing quantity of liquid fuel resid 
ing on the evaporating surface, thus providing a cons 
tant air/fuel ratio at all times. This can be achieved by 
one of several methods. 
The first method is substantially a modification of a 

piston-controlled carburetor wherein the needle valve 
that meters the fuel is carried by a piston whose posi 
tion is controlled by the air velocity. A delay is pro 
vided in the motion of this needle valve such that a tem 
porary increase or decrease in the fuel supply compen 
sates for the changing fuel on the evaporating surfaces. 
This delay may be obtained by the inertia of the mass 
of the piston or damping mechanism. 

In the second method a transducer measures the air 
flow rate and produces an electrical signal. An electri 
cal circuit modifies this signal in such a manner that 
when it is used to actuate a fuel-metering valve, a fuel 
flow is produced which compensates for the fuel resid 
ing on the evaporating surfaces, for the temperatures of 
various parts of the engine and the liquid fuel, and also 
for the air temperature and pressure. 

In a third method, the quantity of air, as well as the 
quantity of fuel, is to be metered to the engine in such 
a manner that the air-flow remains constant, and in a 
quantity so called for by the position of the accelerator 
pedal. 
The device may also be modified as shown in FIG. 

10, in which it incorporates a liquid return pipe 72 ex 
tending below the level 14 of the liquid in the heat 
receiving position. The lower part 74 of the heat pipe 
then extends above the floor 76 of the central part 76 
of the heat pipe in order to provide a head which will 
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6 
insure that the condensate will drain to the heat- . 
receiving zone without it being interfered with by the 
rising vapor in the heat pipe. A fuel injection nozzle 78 
is shown in place of the carburetor in FIGS. 8 and 9. 
Another method of improving the circulation of the 

vapor and the condensate so that there is no counter 
flow present is to introduce the vapor into the upper 
part of the central part 76 of the heat pipe. This is 
shown in FIG. 11. In this case the cooling means 51 is 
dispensed with. 
FIGS. 12 and 13 show a form in which the mechani 

cal construction of the device has been simplified, and 
several discrete heat pipes 80 are employed. This con 
struction has the advantage that it will still operate in 
the event of a failure of one of the heat pipes. It may 
also be possible to modify existing automobiles by em 
ploying a simplified system of this kind. 
Under operating conditions the liquid phase in the 

heat pipe should not occupy more than 40 percent of 
the total internal volume of the heat pipe, the remain 
der of the internal volume being occupied by the vapor 
phase and the non-condensable gas when used. In liq 
uid form the heat pipe fluid may be a pure substance 
or mixture such that the freezing temperature lies be 
tween 0°C and -100°C and the boiling temperature at 
atmospheric pressure between 100°C and 300°C. It is 
to be chemically stable and non-corrosive to the mate 
rials of construction used at the operation temperature 
of the thermosyphon or heat pipe and appreciable 
chemical decomposition or reaction should not occur 
within a period of several years when within the ther 
mosyphon or heat pipe. Examples of a suitable fluid are 
2-octanol, decane and tetralin. 

In order to obtain a high heat flux in the heat pipe, 
it is advantageous for the vapor of the heat transfer 
fluid to be as dense as possible. This tends to imply a 
high operating pressure in the heat pipe, but in order 
to avoid a very heavy construction this should be kept 
to between 1 and 4 atmospheres under normal condi 
tions. 
The non-condensable gas, if present, should be gas 

eous at the operating pressure and chemically non 
reactive within the thermosyphon or heat pipe. Exam 
ples are nitrogen, helium, argon, neon and krypton. 

In place of the stabilizing method proposed for the 
heat pipe, namely, using a non-condensable gas, it will 
be appreciated that instead of regulating the heat loss 
from the heat pipe, the heat supplied to the heat pipe 
can be controlled by mechanical or electrical means, 
operating in response to, say, the pressure in the heat 
pipe. An electrical method is naturally to be preferred 
in the case where electrical energy is used to heat the 
heat pipe. 
The choice of a suitable heat transfer fluid is impor 

tant; it will depend upon the characteristics of the fuel 
to be employed and, in particular, the final boiling 
point (FBP) of the latter. The boiling point of the heat 
transfer fluid should be higher than the FBP of the fuel, 
but not so high that it causes deterioration of the fuel, 
such as by cracking, to occur. For example, for a typi 
cal gasoline whose FBP is 190°C, the operating temper 
ature of the heat pipe should not be lower than 200°C, 
nor higher than 300°C. The quantity of non 
condensable gas within the heat pipe will have a consid 
erable effect on the stable operating temperature of the 
heat pipe and should thus be carefully controlled in 
manufacture. 
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The construction of the heat pipe must also take into 
account the maximum and minimum fuel vaporizing 
requirements, and have sufficient cooling so that at no 
time is all of the heat transfer liquid 12 allowed to va 
porize. Alternatively, however, complete evaporation 
of the liquid 12 can be utilized to limit the maximum 
heat flux, which can be conveyed. 
The use of the vaporizing device in accordance with 

the invention enables a gasoline engine to be run on 
such lead mixtures, in excess of 20:1 air-fuel ratio, that 
the levels of carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen 
are simultaneously very low. 
The capability of burning fuel at ultra lean mixtures 

also permits fuel having a lower octane number to be 
used with the same compression ratio. This is particu 
larly important in that at the present time refining tech 
niques in use cannot produce a lead-free fuel having 
the same high octane ratings as the leaded premium 
grades. 

In the gas turbine, the vaporizing device is used for 
vaporizing fuel prior to its mixture with air in the pri 
mary combustion zone. It is also used to inject vapor 
ized fuel into oxygen-rich gases, in an inter-stage tur 
bine reheat system in a power-reducing engine, or in an 
exhaust reheat system in a jet propulsion or vertical lift 
jet engine. 

It is contemplated that it may be desirable to provide 
electric or other heating means 18 in FIG. 1 for startup 
conditions before the exhaust gases can provide the 
necessary heat. This starting-up heat could be supplied 
to the fuel via an auxiliary heat pipe or pipes. 
The use of the vaporizing device in accordance with 

the invention enables a gasoline engine to be run on 
such lean mixtures, in excess of 20:1 air-fuel ratio, that 
the levels of carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen 
are simultaneously very low. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. A liquid fuel vaporizing device for a spark ignition 

engine comprising: 
at least one heat pipe, said heat pipe being in the 
form of a sealed vessel; 

a narrow-range boiling point heat transfer fluid, said 
fluid being disposed in said sealed vessel; 

said heat pipe being disposed so that the liquid phase 
of the fluid collects in a heat-receiving zone, the 
vapor phase of the fluid being arranged to con 
dense in a heat transfer zone where heat is required 
to vaporize liquid fuel upstream of the point where 
the fuel is mixed with the main stream of combus 
tion air for said engine; 

the heat-receiving portion of said heat pipe being dis 
posed to extend into the exhaust manifold of the 
engine with the outer surface of said sealed vessel 
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8 
in contact with the exhaust gas of the engine; and 

a fuel conduit disposed in heat transfer relationship 
with the heat transfer zone of the heat pipe. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1, in which the heat 
pipe is provided with additional cooling means which 
are arranged to remove heat from the vapor phase of 
the heat transfer fluid. 

3. A device as claimed in claim 1 in which the inner 
surface of the heat pipe is lined with a wick-like struc 
ture for transporting the heat transfer fluid when in the 
liquid phase of capillary action. 

4. The device of claim 1 in which the heat pipe con 
tains a quantity of gas which is non-condensable within 
the intended range of operation of the heat pipe. 

5. The device of claim 1 in which the heat pipe is 
formed by a plurality of individual pipes. 

6. The device of claim 1 and in addition a secondary 
air duct communicating with said fuel conduit so that 
the fuel can be vaporized in the presence of a second 
ary stream of air prior to said fuel mixing with said 
mainstream of combustion air. 

7. The device of claim 6, and in addition a main air 
duct for supplying the mainstream of combustion air, 
said main air duct converging until it combines with 
said secondary air duct whereafter said combined main 
and secondary air ducts diverge. 

8. The device of claim 1 wherein the liquid phase 
present in the heat pipe occupies less than 40 percent 
of the total volume of the last pipe. 

9. The device of claim 1 in which the heat transfer 
fluid has a boiling point of between 100°C and 300°C. 

10. The device of claim 9 in which the heat transfer 
fluid is 2-octanol. 

11. The device of claim 9 in which the heat transfer 
fluid is decane. 

12. The device of claim 9 in which the heat transfer 
fluid is tetralin. 

13. The device of claim 1 and in addition a return 
passageway formed in said heat pipe for returning con 
densate form said heat transfer zone to said liquid zone. 

14. A method for vaporizing the liquid fuel supplied 
to a spark-ignition internal combustion engine compris 
1ng: 

boiling an intermediate fluid enclosed in a sealed 
container in a high temperature region; 

using the latent heat of condensation of the vapor of 
said fluid to vaporize a fuel charge for the engine 
prior to its admixture with the mainstream of com 
bustion air, and 

admixing said vaporized fuel and the mainstream of 
combustion air. 
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